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Cortellis Drug Discovery 
Intelligence Alerts 
Recreating your Integrity Saved Query alerts in Cortellis 
Drug Discovery Intelligence 
Alerts are a convenient way to stay up to date on the latest research findings in your area of interest. 

In this guide you will learn how to recreate your Integrity Saved Query alerts in Cortellis Drug Discovery 
Intelligence, the next generation of Integrity. 

1. Locate your Integrity Saved Query alerts in the task bar at the top of the Integrity home page: 

Note, these instructions apply to your Saved Query alerts only. Your Keep Me Posted and Controlled 

Vocabulary alerts will be migrated automatically during the third quarter of 2020. 

The reason why your Saved Query alerts need to be re-created manually is Cortellis Drug Discovery 

Intelligence uses the “Elastic Search” engine which permits greater efficiency and search accuracy. 

However, this new search engine is not compatible with Integrity queries and therefore Integrity Saved 

Queries and alerts cannot be transferred automatically to Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence. 
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2. View Details: 

3. Recreate the equivalent search in Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence and Search: 

 

 

 

Note, the example above shows how to recreate the search in Advanced Search. Alternatively, you can 

use Quick Search and apply filters; then save your search and set alerts. 
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4. Select “Save & Alert” from the Options menu (…), complete the dialog box, including setting the frequency and 
adding additional recipients, and then Save: 
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5. Confirm your search has been saved: 

 

 

  

  

  

Mouse-over the Alert 

checkmark to see 

details of your alert 

Click the action buttons 

to edit, run or delete 

your alert 

Click the Alert symbol in the left-

hand menu bar to access the 

Searches & Alerts Center 

Congratulations, you have now migrated an alert. To find out more about alerts, please visit 
the Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence Resources & Updates center, or contact Customer 
Support 
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